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Givat Hamore – Emek Yizrael Valley, Iris Nazareth wild flower 

By Racheli Kreisberg 7 March 2021 

 

Preparations in advance: 

 Good hiking shoes, water, hat, sun lotion, bible (book of Judges), map of Tabor and Gilboa region 

The tour includes two stops: the first at Megiddo Airfield and the second at Hamoreh Hill (Givat Hamoreh). 

 

 

 

9:00-10:15 Drive from the Center to the Megiddo Airfield 200 meters south west of the Sargel junction 

  

10:15  Park at the Megiddo Airfield parking 

Megiddo Airfield, known as Shachar 7 by the Israel Defense Forces, is an Israeli airfield located in 

the Jezreel Valley near Tel Megiddo and 3 km southwest of Afula. Opened in 1942 as RAF Station 

Megiddo it was used as an auxiliary field to RAF Station Ramat David. It currently handles private 

and agricultural flights. It formerly served as an Israeli Air Force base and was decommissioned in 

the mid-1980s. 
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10:30-11:15 Walk along the marked path to enjoy colorful anemones  
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What colors are the anemones? 

Anemone coronaria is an east Mediterranean species which grows in diverse 

habitats around the Mediterranean Sea. It exhibits an extreme case of Flower 

Color Polymorphism (FCP) with red, white and purple-blue discrete colors, and 

with at least 30 gradual color variants. Anemones grow in semi-arid areas in 

southern Israel. Many other sorts have various mixed colors, while a few 

northern ones are purely white. Consequently, it has been hypothesized that 

the color red is connected to aridity, while the white and purple-blue flowers 

are connected to rock and soil properties1. The red flowering anemones in the 

arid south have narrower leaves in comparison to the same sort in the north; 

it is logical to assume that the smaller leaves are more resistant to aridity. The 

distribution of the color of the anemone in Israel may also be related to soil 

type. Pure white and purple-blue flowers grow mainly on chalk-free soils on 

limestone or basalt rocks, respectively, and the red variety is dominant on 

relatively dry and calcareous soils. However, this explanation does not seem 

satisfactory, since the red sort is also found growing close to other color groups 

in similar habitats, and more detailed research is needed to clarify this aspect. 

To conclude, so far there are no explanations why the various flowers are 

almost exclusively red and why other kinds are of varied colors.  

 

11:30-12:00 Drive from Megiddo Airfield to Kfar Dahi 

 

  

 
1 https://www.mdpi.com/2223-7747/9/3/397/htm 
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Park in the vicinity of the Mosque in Dahi. 

   

 

The Dahi village is an Arab village in northeastern Israel. Located on Givat HaMoreh (Jebel Dahi in Arabic) 

overlooking Afula, it falls under the jurisdiction of the Bustan al-Marj Regional Council2. The village is situated at 

an altitude of 550 meters above sea level. As of 2019 it had a population of 703. Dahi was named after Dahia Bin 

Khalifa al-Kalbei.3  

 

12:15-18:00 Circular walk in Givat Hamore region  (from A to G) 

 

 
2 http://citypopulation.de/en/israel/admin/hazafon/66R__bustan_el_marj/ 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed-Dahi 
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12:15-12:30 Walk from the outskirts of the Dahi village (A) towards the tomb of Nebi Dahi (prophet Dahi) 

and the watch tower (B) 

12:30-13:15 Visit the tomb and the watch tower (מגדל התצפית) B 

   

 

The blue-domed shrine that, according to Muslim tradition, is the burial place of Dahia Bin Khalifa, also known as 

Al-Kalbi. Tradition relates that he was a follower of the Prophet Muhammad who was killed near the Harod spring 

while commanding his army in battle against the Byzantines. His faithful dog is said to have dragged his lifeless 

body to the top of the hill, before breathing his last and being buried alongside his master.  

The residents of the nearby village of Al-Dahi, like the inhabitants of the other Arab villages in the Givat HaMoreh 

region, belong to the well-connected Zuabi family, who claim descent from the Prophet Muhammad. They settled 

on the fringes of the Yizrael Valley after making their way to the Land of Israel in the middle of the 18th century. 

Nabi Dahi became renowned as a healer of the sick, and residents of the Arab villages in the region would bring 

their ailing children to sit “beside the prophet” until they recovered. People from the village of Al-Dahi still come 

to pray beside this ancient tomb and they bury their dead near it. The fence that surrounds the cemetery blocks 

all access to the tomb4. 

 

13:15-14:00 Picnic near Nabi Dahi  

  

  

 
4 https://www.kkl-jnf.org/tourism-and-recreation/tours/nazarethiris-givat-hamoreh.aspx 
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14:00-14:45 Walk north east on the blue marked path reaching Givat Hamore (C) and make a right (south 

east) on a dirt path. 

   

View Winter puddle set up for amphibians 

and animals living in puddles (early 

afternoon) 

Givat HaMoreh is 517 meters above sea level – higher than Mount Gilboa and only slightly lower 

than Mount Tabor but is not termed “Mount Hamoreh”. The reason is that its name as a “hill” 

 is identified as the place where the Midianites camped prior to their battle with Gideon: ry (גבעה)

“Then Jerubbaal, who is Gideon, and all the people that were with him, rose up early, and pitched 

beside the well of Harod: so that the host of Midianites were on the north side of them, by the 

hill of Moreh, in the valley,” (Judges 7:1).  

Although there is almost no doubt about the identification of the site, the origin of the name 

Moreh is unclear. Some believe it means “high place,” and Givat HaMoreh does indeed tower 

conspicuously above its surroundings, while others are of the opinion that the name comes from 

that of a local holy man or seer who could “indicate” (moreh in Hebrew) future events. Another 

interpretation of the name links it to the yoreh, the first rain of autumn, in accordance with Joel 

2:23: “[…] the former rain (Hebrew moreh) and the latter rain in the first month.” Perhaps the 

holy man who dwelt on the hill of Givat HaMoreh was endowed with rainmaking abilities, or 

perhaps the name derives from a rainmaking cult that once thrived at the site. 

 

Continue towards the Givat Hamoreh Nature Reserve with the Iris 

Nazareth wildflower (D). On the Amud Anan map you can see a few 

blue circles marking the location of Iris Nazareth (Iris bismarckiana) 

wildflowers5. Iris Nazareth is colored white-light blue with black-purple 

dots. It was named after the goddess "Iris" - the Greek goddess of the 

rainbow. Its beauty also served as a source of inspiration for a variety 

of decorative models and today it 

appears in the symbols of the Society for 

the Protection of Nature in Israel (SPNI).  

 

 
5 https://www.wildflowers.co.il/english/plant.asp?ID=329 
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14:45-15:30 Ascend to the right of the aerial masts till you reach a plateau and a “car 

parking” area (E). The aerial masts can be reached via a vehicle track that ascends from 

the junction of the blue- and red-marked roads. 

 

 

 

 

15:30-17:30 A two-hour easy circular hike starts on the red marked path, walking east until you reach the blue 

marked path (F).  

The Byzantine wine press – a large fine wine press hewn into the rock which can be seen 

at the side of the red-marked footpath some 300 meters to the east of the eastern aerial 

masts, just before the olive grove. Still visible at the site is the large treading floor from 

which the freshly pressed grape juice (must) was channeled into a large pit before being 

collected for fermentation. 

 

 

 

Continue on the blue path till you reach the car (G). 

   

Blue marked path Anemones North of blue path Winter puddle set up for amphibians 

and animals living in puddles (late 

afternoon) 


